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Ashley Larson is an actress from the Williamsport area, and is grateful to be reuniting with Studio 570,
where she both served as a board member and consistently performed during the years of 2017-2018
in addition to meeting and getting to know some of her dearest friends. Ashley relocated to Los Angeles
spring ‘19 to pursue conservatory training beyond her theatre performance minor from the University of
Pittsburgh, and has since studied acting at the Art of Acting studio, Berg studios, and Margie Haber
studio. She surprised herself by getting cast in the first film project she sent in a self-taped audition for,
which was an indie short called “Breaking a Habit.” She looks forward to traveling back to Los Angeles
to rejoin the cast of City Garage theatre’s The Penelopiad, which was in rehearsal before the city’s live
theatre shutdown. Other select credits include (The Thugs, Alice., The Importance of Being Earnest, Big
Love, Midsummer, Almost, Maine, The Diary of Anne Frank, Noises Off!, Steel Magnolias, Dangerous
Love) Jeremiah 29:11

Jared is Studio
570’s founder and Artistic Director. Mr.
Whitford studied theater in Pittsburgh. Mr.
Whitford has be involved in the Williamsport
performing and music community as a guest
performer, designer and producer. His works
have allowed him to work at nationally and
locally include working at theaters such as the
historic Pittsburgh Playhouse, the Straz
Center, PARK Productions, Penn State
cheerleading, and various other companies.
Select Credits include (Spring Awakening,
Shrek, Romeo and Juliet, Midsummer, One Act
Festivals, The Diary of Anne Frank, Proof, Steel
Magnolia, Cabaret, Seussical).

| Emma Joy Hill is a writer,
performer, dramaturg, and theatre artist. Her
passion for writing plays extends into a deep
love for grotesque performance art, devised
theatre, and sexual violence activism. She has
a BA in Theatre Studies/Playwriting from the
University of Connecticut where she has had
multiple workshops and staged readings of
her plays including The Fit of the Coastlines, In
Other Gardens, Trudy Tries to Say I Love You
But RunsOut of Breath, Women Have Teeth
Tongue Eyes Too, Various Levels of Hell, and
Those Hollow Bodies which was awarded a
full production at the University. In the past,
she has been commissioned by the Natural
Resources Conservation Academy to develop
work that addresses climate change in
communities. She is a recipient of the
Dramatists Guild Playwriting Grant, Bushwick
Starr's Pet Project Grant, and the Foundation
of the Arts Playwriting Grant in 2020. As a
professional playwright, she has developed
theatre throughout Connecticut, New York City,
and Chicago where she has experience
working with companies such as The Brick,

Women's Theatre Festival, 59E59 Theatre,
Theatre L'Acadie, Cinnamon Summer Series,
Bated Breath Theatre, Connecticut Repertory
Theatre, and Out of Chaos Theatre in the
United Kingdom. In tandem with her work as
an artist, she is an advocate and Chief
Creative Officer of the organization Brave
Embrace, which works to prevent sex
trafficking and empower young girls. At the
present, she is devising an adaptation of
Antigone while working on a visual arts series
exploring Picasso's misogyny throughout the
Blue and Rose periods. She is currently based
out of Connecticut. www.emmajoyhill.com

Reid Hines is a local
media creator, and creative director of
FSZ.house. Mr. Hines is originally from
Oklahoma, and has worked in Dallas Texas
creating event spaces for fundraising and
fashion. Mr. Hines has been involved with
Studio 570 for the past two seasons.

Sierra is excited to
participate in her fourth Studio 570
production! She has been the stage manager
for "Diary of Anne Frank", "100 Dresses", and
"The Glass Menagerie". Currently Sierra
teaches 9th, 11th, and 12th grade English as
well as Yearbook at Montgomery Jr./Sr. High
School. When she is not reading, coaching
cheerleading, taking grad classes, or
supporting local theater, she can be found
traveling! With a happy heart, Sierra would
like to thank the Lord for every opportunity
she's been given as well as her teaching staff
and students, friends near and far, and her
family for always being supportive! "The
noblest art is that of making others happy." P.T. Barnum

“One of the most characteristic and ubiquitous features of the world as
experienced by oppressed people is the double bind — situations in which
options are reduced to very few and all of them expose one to penalty,
censure, or deprivation.”

I had read the Greeks before, of course.
Growing up as a storyteller, an introvert, and a
bit of a deviant by nature, I’ve always loved
mythology. It was lore to me then. Simple
stories about bad guys and good guys and
the ladies that accompanied them on quests.
When I first met Helen of Troy, I was most
likely a child who still believed in utopian
getaways, everlasting love, and that
somehow someday John Wayne
would come to my doorstep and instantly dub
me a cowboy. I didn’t pay Helen of Troy a
second thought. She was only allotted an
unimportant paragraph in my picture books
after all. I only knew that she was pretty,
which I had been taught was a good thing,
but it was a tad complicated for she
had initiated a war all by herself, and that
was a very bad thing. I soon forgot about her.

Photos from previous explorations of helen. Provided by E. Hill

I met Helen again my last year at University. I
was twenty-one, a survivor of sexual assault,
and committed to the idea of arson, red
leather boots, changing the face of American
theatre, and falling in love with the
unattainable. At this crux of time, I was no
longer the little girl perplexed by the lady
who turned men to stone or the mother who
sent her children to sleep in death beds. I no
longer needed a dictionary to define “tragedy”
or “rape” or “blame”. I knew better now.
Helen’s story was no longer distant or
fantastical. I soon became unhinged in the
recognition; there was something in Helen's
story that was eerily familiar in my own.
When we’re introduced to Helen of Troy we
learn her as a cause. She caused the death of
thousands. She caused a landscape of
battles. She caused the heartache of her
husband. We also learn that her cause can
only be matched by her great physical beauty.
Her sexuality. Her body. What defines her
becomes limited, ultimate, and inescapable.
Aeschylus and Euripides paint a duality. Their
lyricism varies, their structure seized,
characters complex, and yet, this woman
exists singularly and definitively as a thing
of fault. I wrote in the corner of my notebook
in tiny red letters: “It’s not the face that
launched a thousand ships, it’s the tits that
launched a thousand wars”. I began writing
then.
Helen is the “everywoman”. Her experience no
more different nor dramatic than the atrocities
that foot themselves in female bodies, minds,
and hearts today. Trapped in echoes of double
binds, she’s faulted for the world’s
catastrophes whether she’s painted as an
object of weakness or one of sexual
deviance. We’re taught that it doesn’t matter
if she willingly went with Paris out of love as
an abject adulterer or was taken against her
own free will as a victim, for no matter the
circumstances, we learn to situate the weight
of war on the fault of her shoulders. There are
many translations of

her character, many versions of her story,
and yet, there is no account in which she’s
given the agency to live as a woman, as a
creature with freedom in her sexuality, as
someone deserving of a world in which she’s
not dubbed disposable. Where she’s valued.
Where she’s more than culpable prey.
This is less of a performance and more of a
reflection of the current state we’re in. I strive
for a world where the cycle of violence is
broken. Where love is not false hope. Where
bedrooms are not war zones. Where women
don’t become casualties in male legacies.
Where we tell our stories and are believed.
Not
swept under the rug. Not blamed for our
misfortune. But, valued. But, seen. But, heard.
I was naive to once think that John Wayne
would come to rescue me. That good and
bad were recognizable faces. That Helen of
Troy was just pretty fiction. This story is
regrettably common. Her topography not
unique. Not mythology. Not lore nor simple.
There is no deus ex machina. No magic turn.
No exodus. What we have is that cycle.
Forever un-turning, un-wavering, un-willing
to be stopped. We have a wheel yearning to
be broken. We have an unfortunate
responsibility. But, it’s ours to act on. For her,
whomever she may be.
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There are four roles in which Helen
exists here. Whore. Wife. Lover. Child.
Each encompassing their limitations
and tying together remnants of
women’s collective trauma. These, we
are all expected to perform at some
point in time, their metamorphosis
always forced, and the nature of their
performance never at our leisure. The
presentation of these roles seeks to
unearth bound-up expectations of
female bodies. To challenge them,
point-blank. It’s a call for change. It’s
a pointed finger at ourselves, at
society, at the faults of our inflictions.
Its intention is to revolt. To spark
chaos. To imagine a world where we,
as women, exist complex.

The final Helen
roles. I began
mapping out the
actions and
moments
discovered and
fitted them
with each
particular version
of Helen.
Undated.

Journal Entry from 2.9.19 // Some examples of various
cycles I envisioned possible in Helen performances.
My intention was for artists to take a moment in their
current climate or community that needed support,
addressing, or change. Artists could say, “let’s do a
pleasure cycle” and devise further language within the
Helen roles to explore that topic.

Journal Entry from 2.13.19 // Exploration of the nature of love and the roles I envisioned Helen playing. I was particularly
interested in the Jungian aspect of selves and how they’re located or dislocated from our core center. I discovered the
tension in the piece would pivot on these divisions.

There are as many dimensions of Helen as
there are ways to do this play. Anywhere
from 1-100 women can partake in its
devising. I decided early on that the
structure of the piece should be fluid and
allow for other women to explore their own
stories, language, and creation if they so
choose. In the rules of the play, I use the
word “cycle” to describe its arrangement.
Cycles could pivot on a thematic focus
that threads with concerns women face
today such as a cycle on believability,
objectification, consumption, love, and
sexual expression. Alternatively, cycles could
center on the individual Helen roles
themselves where there’s the whore cycle,
wife cycle, etc. (as in this production). I
intended to provide that freedom for artists
to take pieces as they use them, to vamp on
them, switch them out, repeat them, and
focus on what they need to ignite
empowerment. My only demand being that
each Helen role is honored.
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